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ISSUE
Metro's rail grade crossing photo enforcement program has been operational
since 1996. Since that time, Metro management was made aware of only one
complaint in January 2017 regarding an enforcement citation at Century and the
Metro Blue Line. The individual in question, Mr. William Taylor, appeared before
the Board in January and was interviewed personally and extensively by Metro
staff. Metro staff then reviewed the merits of his complaint, in detail, including
the geometry of the intersection and traffic signal/gate timing of his specific
citation. Staff informed Mr. Taylor that Metro had no authority to refund his
citation and that he had exhausted his administrative remedies with the Court.
Staff also told Mr. Taylor that Metro only received a small portion of the fines
collected and that the State and County received most of the citation proceeds.
Mr. Taylor then filed a timely Government Code Claim against Metro and
expressed a willingness to proceed to either Small Claims Court, or a Limited
Jurisdiction Court to adjudicate his claim. Although Metro staff believed Mr.
Taylor's claim was without legal merit, as an aggrieved potential plaintiff, Mr.
Taylor was clearly willing to impose upon Metro (and possibly later on the State,
City and County) further administrative and possibly new legal expenses in order
to get his claim dismissed.

Staff's evaluation of the totality of his claim, including the likely future legal
expenses far exceeding the claim's value, argued in favor of resolving it for a
nuisance amount of $285 under delegated authority from the CEO and the Metro
Board of Directors. In order to resolve his claim, Mr. Taylor supplied evidence of
his payment of the citation. The resolution of his claim also likely forestalled
similarly contemplated actions against the County and State.
Subsequently, Mr. Taylor apparently approached the media (KCBS) about his
situation resulting in at least two investigative reports regarding Metro's rail photo
enforcement activities at his citation location, the intersection of Century and the
Metro Blue Line (MBL) right of way (ROW). Subsequent to the KCBS story and
to date, Metro has not received any further complaints about this intersection.
What follows is a discussion of the specifics of Mr. Taylor's citation, this
intersection, the effectiveness of photo enforcement generally, and vehicular
collision improvements made on the MBL since its opening.

BACKGROUND
Mr. Taylor was cited for an August 2017 violation of Vehicle Code 22451 for
failing to stop for a railroad or railroad grade crossing. According to Mr. Taylor,
the judge at his hearing in September found that Mr. Taylor clearly violated the
vehicle code and was appropriately cited. During these proceedings, however,
Mr. Taylor's fine was reduced from $490 to $285, which Mr. Taylor paid.
Despite the fine reduction Mr. Taylor appealed directly to Metro executive staff
and the Board of Directors at their January 2017 Board Meeting. Mr. Taylor then
met personally with Metro executive staff at which time Mr. Taylor articulated that
he personally was confused by the light and gate phasing at this intersection.
Also in that meeting, Mr. Taylor made a personal appeal for citation relief
because of his financial situation as a retiree, on a fixed income and as a
member of the local community and a nearby resident.
After review, Metro staff found, as did the judge who upheld the original citation,
that although not egregious, Mr. Taylor violated the vehicle code and was cited
appropriately. After review of the video images, Mr. Taylor had at least 3 or 4
seconds after railroad signal lights began flashing and bells began ringing to stop
his vehicle before intruding into the intersection and onto the MBL right of way
(ROW). However, Metro staff personally visited the intersection location and
reviewed the light and gate operation and determined that Mr. Taylor could
plausibly have been confused based on the very specific geometry, speeds, and
traffic signal phasing in his individual case. Personal interviews with Mr. Taylor
also lead staff to believe that Mr. Taylor was indeed confused in this situation
and likely not a willful violator.
As described above and after being told Metro had no authority to refund his
citation, Mr. Taylor then filed a Government Code Claim against Metro. Given
the totality of Mr. Taylor's situation including the likelihood of significant defense
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costs that would accrue to Metro in any future court proceedings, Staff resolved
his claim for $285.
Intersection Layout of Century and the MBL ROW and Photo Enforcement at
This Location.
The intersection of Century and the MBL is unique along the MBL ROW for
having photo enforcement, but no traffic signal before the tracks while heading in
the westbound direction on Century Boulevard . A layout of the intersection is
shown below (Overhead 1).

Overhead 1
As a vehicle moves west along Century Boulevard , and as a train is approaching,
the bells begin to ring and lights begin to flash at least 3 seconds before the
gates begin to descend. With the bells and lights active, traffic that can is must
stop before the gates. A traffic light for westbound traffic is beyond the tracks
and even though the bells and lights are active will show a green light. This
green light allows vehicles that may already be in the ROW to exit the ROW and
cross Grandee Street so as not to be trapped on the ROW and be struck by an
oncoming train. Therefore, westbound traffic if it can stop before the gates when
they become active must stop as required by the Vehicle Code and those that
cannot should proceed across the ROW and cross Grandee Street.
This operational interface between the traffic signal beyond the tracks and the
railroad warning devices is consistent with sound traffic engineering standards
and was approved by not only the City of Los Angeles, but our state regulators ,
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the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC). An assessment of traffic and
railroad signals was performed by the City of Los Angeles, the CPUC and the
Union Pacific Railroad in 2012. The analysis concluded that no additional
remediation measures were necessary and that this intersection/grade crossing
was designed properly and operated as designed.
Mr. Taylor, however, complained that despite the bells and active flashing lights
while headed westbound, he was confused by the distant green light at Grandee
and he may well have been. That said, most motorists in the same situation as
Mr. Taylor, do stop before the gates rather than encroach on the ROW in
violation of the vehicle code. Mr. Taylor's complaint regarding a confusing
gate/lighting design at this intersection is the first that Metro management has
received since a photo enforcement camera emplacement was installed at this
location in 1998, nearly 20 years ago. In fact, Mr. Taylor's complaint is the first
Metro management has ever received regarding its photo enforcement program
since its inception in 1996 and also Metro's very first Government Code Claim
filed against it.
Although Mr. Taylor's citation was not egregious, we do believe he could have
and should have stopped before the gates. Other citations issued in the
westbound direction of Century, however, do show egregious conduct by citation
recipients such as;
1. June 20, 2016: a vehicle literally crashed through the fully lowered gates,
ripping the gates off of the signals themselves narrowly missing an
oncoming train by roughly 2 seconds.
2. August 4, 2016: a vehicle turning right from Graham onto Century
westbound is just able to duck underneath descending gates.
3. August 17, 2016: a vehicle turning left from Grandee onto Century
eastbound weaved through multiple lanes across the ROW.
The fact that the majority of motorists stop appropriately when confronted with
MBL flashing lights and bells while headed westbound on Century, strongly
argues against the contention that many are confused by the light/signal phasing
at this intersection. Others who have received citations at this intersection have
shown clear and willful disregard for their own safety and the safety of others by
ignoring warning devices. Some few citation recipients may have been confused
by this intersection design, like Mr. Taylor, but his being the sole complainant in
nearly 20 years at this intersection leads to the conclusion that most who receive
citations are likely not confused.
Nevertheless, upon receipt of the complaint from Mr. Taylor, Metro staff
immediately contacted LADOT to discuss ways of eliminating any future
complaints of confusion at this intersection. Metro has committed to fund and
LADOT has committed to design and install a "Pre-Signal" east of the tracks and
the gates to give westbound motorist a traffic signal rather than just bells/flashing
lights as an indication to stop. Until the installation of this pre-signal is complete,
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which might take up to a year, all photo enforcement citations for westbound
traffic at this intersection has ceased and we have informed our law enforcement
partners to withdraw any citations currently in process.
Metro's Photo Enforcement Program & MBL Safety Improvements
Metro's photo enforcement program began as a public safety response to
collision frequency on the MBL, which upon opening had an immediate
reputation as one of the most unsafe light rail systems in the United States,
particularly for vehicular collisions. Many initiatives were undertaken,
concurrently, to address collision root causes across three specific areas;
engineering, education and enforcement.
Engineering improvements since opening have included four quadrant gating,
active train signage for pedestrians and motorists, median fencing on Long
Beach Boulevard, and median islands to prevent crossing gate violations.
Improvements in our safety education measures included the creation of the
APTA award winning Safety Ambassador Program, our School Education
Program and ramped up and ongoing public outreach. Enforcement
improvements included the installation of photo enforcement cameras and
increasing fines for violations.
Peer reviewed research regarding the effectiveness of photo enforcement shows
significant beneficial effects, particularly in reducing side impact (right angle)
collisions, which in our case is a train versus vehicle collision. A 2010 metaanalysis of many photo enforcement studies compiled by the Texas
Transportation Institute titled "Effectiveness of Red Light Cameras" concluded
with the following comments:

Conclusions
The findings described above are the results of many different evaluations performed on
differing data of differing sample sizes for differing types of intersections using different
evaluation methods. However, the trends are quite clear and undeniable even if the numerical
values may not be fully certain.
If installed at locations with significant red light running crashes and/or violations, over a group
of intersections, red light cameras:
• Substantially reduce red light violation rates;
• Reduce crashes that result from red light running;
• Usually reduce right-angle collisions;
• May result in an increase in rear-end collisions;
• May or may not reduce total crashes, but rarely result in a substantial increase; and
• Usually reduce crash severity by virtue of reducing the more severe right-angle c~hes
while sometimes increasing the less severe rear-end collisions.
···
Red light cameras are to aid enforcement and should not be considered a substitute for proper
traffic engineering of signalized intersections. If a signalized intersection has been analyzed and
all reasonably practical measures have been taken to help drivers see the signals, and if red light
running still persists, increased enforcement by red light cameras or other means will likely be
effective.
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Municipalities that have implemented photo enforcement at intersections do so
from a public safety perspective, mostly protecting third parties from injuries to
each other in vehicle versus vehicle collisions. Since the municipalities
themselves are rarely a party to these collision, little direct benefit accrues to
them for either implementing or maintaining such programs.
In Metro's case, however, the deterrence effect of increased enforcement
directly protects Metro property, our employees, our passengers and third parties
from the financial , reputational and personal consequences of collisions between
third-party vehicles and our trains, which tend to be far more severe because of
the greater mass and sometimes greater speeds of our trains at intersections.
Expo Line Collision on March 28, 2015
A real world example of the consequences to Metro of a vehicular collision can
be demonstrated even with a cursory review of a vehicular collision that occurred
on March 28, 2015. At approximately 10:45 AM an Expo Line eastbound train
and a vehicle collided at Watt Way. The other vehicle, also eastbound , turned
left against a red left turn arrow in front of our moving train, derailing it to such an
extent that our train intruded into Exposition Boulevard . A photo of the derailed
tra in (Figure 1) is below as is a photograph of the other completely crushed
vehicle (Figure 2). The driver of the other vehicle miraculously survived , albeit
with serious injuries including brain, pelvic and left leg trauma.

Figure 1
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Figure 2
Immediately following this incident, service ceased and was not even partially
restored for more than 13 hours and was not fully restored until more than 17
hours later, affecting the transportation of thousands that day. Twelve of our
passengers were transported to local hospitals and we received ten claims for
damage from our passengers related to this incident, of which 1 is still currently
in litigation. The other vehicle's driver who turned in front of our train has also
filed suit against Metro and is represented by the firm of Girardi and Keese.
Metro's legal expenses and other direct costs for these claims and ongoing
litigation , even if we prevail in tri al, are expected to exceed $200,000.
Th e direct physical damage to Metro's property from this coll ision was significant,
especially to our rail vehicles. The current estimate to repair our damaged
infrastructure including the rail cars and median fenci ng is $230,000.
In addition , the costs to Metro for the industrial injury to our rail operator has
already exceeded $140,000, with expectations of future medical treatment. Our
operator narrowly missed receiving a potentially fatal injury in this collision when
the train struck median fencing that then intruded deeply into the operator's
co mpartment, missing the operator by mere inches. Although, thankfully, none
of our rail operators have ever been killed in a vehicular collision, at least one of
our bus operators, Olivia Gamboa, was killed in a vehicular col lision in 2013.
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Thus, the total direct damage suffered by Metro in this collision will likely exceed
$600,000 and may be much more. If indirect costs are included in this estimate
such as the medical costs and pain/suffering to the vehicle driver who turned in
front of our train , delays to our passengers, opportunity costs of the accident
response, and injuries to our passengers, the value of this collision alone easily
exceeds $1 ,000,000. Therefore, deterring even one rail collision of this type with
photo enforcement has significant direct financial benefit to Metro and our
passengers as well as substantial indirect benefits to our passengers, first
responders, injured third parties as well as Metro.
Success of Metro Blue Line Vehicle Collision Reduction Efforts
Although we cannot say with certainty exactly how many vehicle/tra in collisions
have been reduced as a result solely because of our red light photo
enforcement, we can say that collectively, the interventions including Photo
Enforcement, Education and Engineering have significantly reduced the total
number of vehicular collisions on the MBL. The number of vehicular collisions on
the MBL peaked in Metro's fiscal year 1993 at 61 collisions. For the fiscal year
concluded in 2016, the number of vehicle collisions on the MBL fell to just 18, a
more than 70% decline. For the current fiscal year using the number of vehicular
collisions through December, we are on track to end the year at 14 vehicular
collisions. This reduction in the aggregate number of vehicular collisions on the
MBL is despite the addition of significantly more frequent service since 1993. A
graphical depiction of the MBL vehicular collision trend is shown below (Figure
3). At the Century/MBL crossing, only one vehicular accident has ever occurred ,
in 1999.
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Figure 3

RECOMMENDATIONS
Although Metro does retain documentation regarding the dates, amounts paid,
citation numbers and contact information for individuals cited , personal contact
information is destroyed after 6 months, consistent with Court retention periods.
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In most cases, therefore, Metro does not have information regarding who
actually paid or received a citation. We have asked the Court for these detailed
records but we do not know the Court's retention period for them, nor how long it
might take to obtain this information, if at all.
We do know that individual citation amounts differ depending on the date of
issuance and whether Traffic School is assigned. We also know from an
assessment last performed in 2012 that of the citations issued between August
2011 and December 2011 on the MBL, only 25% of the citations issued had
been paid by April 30, 2012.
Further, the share of the proceeds Metro receives from each citation may differ
whether traffic school was assigned, or whether the Court reduced all or part of
the citation, or dismissed the citation entirely. We believe, however,. that a rough
upper bound for Metro's share of each citation is 40% and likely less, with the
balance of each citation going principally to the County of Los Angeles and
lesser amounts to the State of California.
Although clearly a Board of Directors policy decision, staff does not recommend
a global refund of citations paid at the westbound intersection of Century and the
MBL at this time because an evaluation by the City of Los Angeles and Metro
does not support that all, or most individuals, faced with this traffic light signal
phasing are significantly confused. Further, staff cannot currently identify citation
payees, except for the most recent six months, and Metro does not receive all or
even most of the proceeds from these citations necessary to affect refunds.
Finally, Staff does not believe we have the current legal authority to issue any
blanket refund of citations, which is under the jurisdiction of the Court. The
Board of Directors could, however, direct Staff to do so. A separate Government
Code Claim filed directly against Metro with the supporting payment
documentation within the statutory time frame of six months from the date of
loss, as was done by Mr. Taylor, would be sufficient for staff to consider
Government Code Claims by individuals related to specific photo enforcement
citations on a case-by-case basis.
NEXT STEPS
As mentioned previously, Metro has ceased issuing photo enforcement citations
on westbound Century Boulevard and the MBL ROW until at least the "presignal" is installed by the City of Los Angeles, which could take up to a year.
Metro staff will thoroughly review and assess any Government Code Claims
related to our photo enforcement program, as was done with Mr. Taylor, under
Metro's current administrative code.
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